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Panthers show PRIDE by being…

Prepared
This week, I learned what it means to be prepared at Perry High School. I understand that being
prepared is a necessary behavior choice to be successful.
I can demonstrate being prepared in school the following ways:
In the commons area, I can exit when the 7:30 bell rings and walk directly to class.
In the classroom, I can arrive on time and get materials out and ready for instruction.
In the cafeteria, I can finish my meals and prepare to leave for class as soon as the bell rings.
In the hallway, I can get what I need from my locker and proceed directly to class.
In the restroom, I can sign out of class and get a pass from the teacher.
On the bus, I can arrive on time and get to a seat quickly and calmly.
I also understand that, just like in life, there are consequences in school for not being prepared, and there
are rewards for being prepared.
I am aware of my strengths and weaknesses and have created an action plan for being more prepared at
school.

Family Involvement
Discussion Points:
1. Ask me about my action plan for being prepared in school.
2. Ask me for examples of how to be prepared throughout the school campus.
3. Discuss household expectations for being prepared and what it looks like to be prepared at home.
I, _______________________, completed the “Prepared” discussion with _______________________.
(Print Guardian Name)
(Print Student Name)
Guardian signature: ________________________________
Date: _________________
*PRIDE lessons can be viewed on the Perry High School website.

Panther Pride In All We Do

